AccumeView: Executive Cybersecurity Pulse
The monthly executive review is intended to keep you informed of recent threats that can
impact the confidentiality, integrity and availability of your data and information systems so
that your institution can make the necessary technical and procedural changes to protect your
institution.

Perspective: state of the marketplace
A new type of malware has been discovered that has been hidden for years, which
spreads across routers instead of servers and workstations. Researchers believe that
this exceptionally complex program can only have been designed by a nation-state.
In the security-world, controlling the router is the same as having the keys to the
kingdom. Its primary purpose appears to be espionage: for now businesses should
not worry, but we’ll be keeping tabs on it’s activity.
GDPR, which starts in May, continues to make news as its implementation deadline
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implementation. One of the most visible stumbles is taking place at ICANN, which
manages the global Whois service. Its failure to prepare for GDPR may allow a major
oversight loophole that hackers can exploit for spam and website spoofing. To
prepare for this, talk to your vendors about anticipated issues with email and webfiltering that utilize Whois lookups.
It should be no surprise that financial targets make up more than half of all phishing
attacks. The human element continues to be the weakest link in security, and until
that changes, we will continue to see phishing and social engineering at the top of
any security threat list.
DDoS attacks made the news several times this week. New DDoS techniques have
enabled the attack to grow in size (the largest on record now at 1.35Tbps), and
because of this power, attackers are shaking down companies for ransom to stop
such crippling attacks.
Finally, recent news about Android phones shipping with pre-Installed malware
should remind all companies about the necessity of effective vendor and supplychain management.
~Stay Secure

If you found this information valuable, we recommend taking a look at our
weekly threat intelligence brief. For more information, contact us here.
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Security Highlights
Nation-State Hackers Adopt Russian ‘Maskirovka’ Strategy – A wave of surprising
twists in both nation-state and cybercrime-related cyberattacks in the past year,
along with increasing overlap in their tools and tactics, has ushered in a new era
where all is not what it seems. Positively identifying the actual threat group behind a cyberattack as well
as its true intentions is getting harder than ever as nation-state hacker groups out of North Korea and
Russia, for example, in 2017 employed tactics typically used by their cybercriminal counterparts, and vice
versa. Source: https://www.darkreading.com/threat-intelligence/nation-state-hackers-adopt-russianmaskirovka-strategy/d/d-id/1331150
Whois? More like WHOWAS: Domain Database on Verge of Collapse Over EU Privacy – Governments
refuse to get sucked into policy shambles, kibosh DNS GDPR plans. An effort to resolve conflicts between
upcoming European privacy legislation and the global Whois service for domain names has, predictably,
failed, raising fears that cybercriminals will take advantage of the impasse. At the end of a week of
meetings hosted by domain-name overseer ICANN, the US-based organization's proposed interim model
lies in tatters, and there is no sign of a forthcoming solution before the May 25 deadline, when the General
Data
Protection
Regulation
(GDPR)
comes
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effect.
Source:
http://www.theregister.co.uk/2018/03/16/whois_gdpr_icann/
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conference, it was the constant reminder that many connected devices have potentially serious gaps in
security. There’s a running joke regarding connected gadgets and the internet of things: “The ‘S’ in IoT
stands for security.” And yes, I’m aware there’s no “S” in IoT. Oleg Šelajev a lead developer for Oracle
Labs, coined the phrase in 2016, and it pops up almost every time researchers find security flaws with a
connected device. And it happens a lot. Think security cameras. Or toys. Or smart locks. Yet homes,
businesses and facilities are stocking up on more and more connected devices, the idea being to make
people’s lives easier. Source: https://www.cnet.com/news/iot-attacks-hacker-kaspersky-are-gettingworse-and-no-one-is-listening/
Potent Malware That Hid for Six Years Spread Through Routers – Researchers have discovered malware
so stealthy it remained hidden for six years despite infecting at least 100 computers worldwide. Slingshot
– which gets its name from text found inside some of the recovered malware samples – is among the most
advanced attack platforms ever discovered, which means it was likely developed on behalf of a wellresourced country, researchers with Moscow-based Kapersky Lab reported Friday. The sophistication of
the malware rivals that of Regin – the advanced backdoor that infected Belgian telecom Belgacom and
other high-profile targets for years – and Project Sauron, a separate piece of malware suspected of being
developed by a nation-state that also remained hidden for years.
Source:
https://arstechnica.com/information-technology/2018/03/potent-malware-that-hid-for-six-yearsspread-through-routers/
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